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MODELS BY PROTOTYPE 23 

illustration: Alexander Gerginov 



1.) dress with author`s     

      print, orderable in S-XL,  

      polyester, 306,- BGN 



2.) hooded bomber jacket  with   

     author`s print, orderable in S-XL,  

     polyester with cotton lining,          

     174,- BGN 



3.) long asymmetrical dress with straps, orderable in S-XL,   

      neoprene and polyester, 117,- BGN 



4.) long maxi-dress in multicoloured  

      fabrics, unisize S-XL, orderable in   

      alternative coloured fabrics,  polyester  

      with viscose lining, 280,- BGN 



5.) long pale pink pants,    

     orderable in S-XL, cotton ,    

     156,- BGN 

6.) beige blouse   

      with flared     

      ruffled sleeves,    

      orderable in S-   

      XL, cotton with  

      polyester,            

      142,- BGN 



8.) green long   

      pencil skirt with   

      colourful  waist  

      belt, size S,  

      orderable in S-XL  

      in alternative  

      fabrics, cotton,   

      130,- BGN 

7.) top with  

      straps and  

      buckle,   

      different  

      colours,   

      orderable   

      in S-XL,   

      polyester,  

      60,- BGN 



10.) pale green long   

      flared skirt with   

      colourful  high  

      waisted belt,  

      orderable in S-XL  

      in alternative  

      fabrics, cotton,   

      163,- BGN 

9.) psychedellic   

      printed t-shirt ,    

      size S,  

      orderable in S-XL  

      in alternative  

      patterns, viscose  

      jersey,   

      56,- BGN 



JEWELS BY KENNA JEWELRY 

illustration: Alexander Gerginov 



11.) ring, silver,    

        aluminium,       

        powder coated,  

        65,- BGN 

12.) brooch, silver,    

        aluminium,       

        powder coated,  

        85,- BGN 



13.) earings, silver,    

        aluminium,       

        powder coated,  

        55,- BGN    → 

14.) earings, silver,    

        aluminium,       

        powder coated,  

        35,- BGN 

        ← 

 

15.) ring, silver,    

        aluminium,       

        powder coated,  

        65,- BGN 

        ← 

 



MODELS BY NELMIT 

illustration: Alexander Gerginov 



16.) sculptural jacket, tapestry multicoloured  

        fabric with details in metallized textile,             

        size S, unique piece, orderable in alternative   

        fabric, price per request 



17.) sculptural dress in   

        multicoloured striped silk and   

        pale grey cotton, size S,  

        unique piece, orderable in  

        alternative fabric, 320,- BGN 



MODELS BY YOULIANA YANUKOVA 

illustration: Alexander Gerginov 



18.) A-lined dress with asymmetrical frill, cotton  fabrics,        

        cotton + elasthane lining, size M, orderable in alternative  

        fabrics,  150,- BGN 



19.) A-lined dress with frills, cotton fabrics,  cotton + elasthane  

        lining, size M, orderable in alternative fabrics,  150,- BGN 



MODELS BY OFF LIMITS STUDIO 

illustration: Alexander Gerginov 



20.) Double-layered tulle trenchcoat ,  tied in the front, with    

        hand made lazer cutted hologram sticks stuck on the  

        fabric, size 38, 180,- BGN 



21.) Mint tulle dress    

        with pleated seam   

        and cotton lining,   

        with hand made   

        lazer cutted    

        hologram sticks  

        stuck on the fabric,      

        size M, 220,- BGN 

← 

22.) Violet tulle skirt    

        with elastic lining,   

        with hand made   

        lazer cutted dots  

        stuck on the fabric,      

        size M, 90,- BGN     

                                      → 



23.) Violet tulle dress, with hand made lazer cutted dots  

        stuck on the fabric, size M, 120,- BGN 



MODELS BY MILENA NACHEVA 

illustration: Pola Popova 



24.) white frilled blouse,    

        size S, cotton, 180,- BGN 

25.) pleated skirt with  

        author`s print, size S,   

        orderable in S-XL,   

        polyester, 295,- BGN 



26.)  pants with one pleated leg with author`s print,  

          size S, orderable in S-XL, polyester, 235,- BGN 



27.)  dress with author`s print, size S, orderable in   

         S-XL, polyester with cotton lining, 325,- BGN 



JEWELS BY VELISLAVA BOZHINOVA 

illustration: Pola Popova 



28.) necklace, ceramics, textile,  

        aluminium, magnetic closure 

        150,- BGN 



29.)  necklace, ceramics,  

         textile, 110 BGN 

         ← 

30.) necklace, ceramics,  

        textile, 110 BGN  → 

 

 

31.) brooch, ceramics,   

        oxydized silver,  

        textile, steel,  

        140 BGN             → 



32.) brooch, ceramics, oxydized silver, textile, steel, 130,- BGN 

 

 

33.) bracelet, ceramics, textile, aluminium, magnetic closure, 

        120 BGN 



MODELS BY SLAVINA PETROVA 

illustration: Pola Popova 



34.)  long dress with straps. size S-M, orderable in   

         S-M, viscose, 369,- BGN 



35.) midi flared dress  

        straps and knot front  

        detail, size S-M,  

        cotton with silk,  

        310,- BGN 

        ← 

36.)  shirt-dress with author`s     

         treatment and  beads     

         embroidery, size S,        

         orderable in S-XL, cotton    

         with elasthane, 310,- BGN ↓ 



37.) midi dress with beads embroidered straps, size S-M,   

        orderable in S-M, viscose and polyester, 289,- BGN 



38.) maxi dress, size S-M,  

        viscose,  

        369,- BGN 

        ← 

39.) short flared dress  

        with tassel details, 

        size S-M, cotton, 

        259,- BGN 

                                           → 



MODELS BY DILIANA IVANOVA 

illustration: Georgi Florov 



40.) short dress with embroidered front, size S-L,   

        silk and cotton, 240,- BGN 



41.) asymmetrical top  

        with embroidery,      

        size S-M, cotton,  

        120,- BGN 

        ← 

42.) dress, size S-M,    

        cotton,  150,- BGN 

                                           → 



43.) shorts, size M -L, silk, , 140,- BGN 



JEWELS BY KATYA LAZAROVA 

illustration: Georgi Florov 



44) Ring turquoise bow, powder coated silver (925),    

        size 3,5/1,7 cm, size of the hoop: 55, 110,- BGN 

 

45) Ring pink bow, powder coated silver (925),    

        size 4,4/1,8 cm, size of the hoop: 55, 110,- BGN 

 



46) Earrings pink bow, powder coated silver (925),    

        size 4,2/2,3 cm, 130,- BGN   ↓ 

47) Bracelet violet knot, powder coated copper, 

       diameter 6,5 cm, 120,- BGN   ↑ 



48) Earrings blue knot, powder coated silver (925),    

        size 3,5/2 cm, 90,- BGN   ↓ 

49) Bracelet blue knot, powder coated copper, 

       diameter 6,5 cm, 120,- BGN   ↑ 



MODELS BY THEODORA SHUMANOVA 

illustration: Georgi Florov 



50.) long dress wth   

        author`s print,  

        orderable in sizes S-  

        XL, viscose,   

        165,- BGN 

                                     ↓  → 



51.) short dress wth author`s print, orderable  

        in sizes S-XL, viscose,  150,- BGN 



MODELS BY JAR & JAM 

illustration: Iva Partacheva  



52.) multicoloured shorts,   

        size 38, orderable in   

        different sizes, silk,    

        viscose, tulle, 150,- BGN 

        ← 

53.) peplum jacket,  

        size 38,  

        orderable in   

        different sizes,    

        linnen, tulle,    

        with viscose    

        lining,  

        280,- BGN 

                       ↑ → 

         



54.) T-shirt with frills and stars applications, size S,     

        orderable in sizes S-XL, cotton, 90,- BGN 



55.) multicoloured shorts with frills,   

        size 38, orderable in   

        different sizes, linnen, 140,- BGN 

                                                      ↓   → 

56.) T-shirt/  

        sweatshirt     

        „pink“, 
        size M,     

        orderable in   

        different   

        sizes,   

        cotton,       

        120,- BGN 

        ←  ↑ 



58.) pink-blue blouse  

        with studs, size 38,   

        orderable in   

        different sizes, silk,    

        cotton, 140,- BGN 

                             ↑   → 

57.) dark blue pencil     

        skirt with vinyl frill,   

        size 38, orderable in   

        different sizes,  

        cotton, viscose,    

        150,- BGN 

        ←  ↓ 



MODELS BY ILKA PEYCHEVA 

illustration: Iva Partacheva 



59.) Long colour blocking dress with pleats, size S-M,     

        cotton, pleated chiffon, 250,- BGN 



60.) Flared colour blocking skirt, size S-M,     

        cotton, 160,- BGN 



61.) Short flared colour blocking dress, size S-M,     

        cotton, 220,- BGN 



62.) Short flared colour blocking dress, size S-M,     

        cotton, 190,- BGN 



MODELS BY CAREVITSA 

illustration: Aneliya Antova 



63.) Cropped hand dyed top    

        with flock print, oversize S- L,    

        cotton+elasthane, 120,- BGN 

64.) Shorts with pleated and   

        studded part, size M,  cotton   

        and polyester, 140,- BGN 



65.) Green denim jacket  

        with flock print,  

        pleated and studded  

        parts, oversize S-L,  

        cotton with viscose  

        lining, 280,- BGN 

                                                      

↓   → 



68.) Pink denim jacket  

        with flock print,  

        pleated and studded  

        parts, oversize S-L,  

        cotton with viscose  

            lining, 280,- BGN 

                                                      

↓   → 

66.) Cropped hand dyed   

        top with flock print,   

        oversize S- L, cotton +  

        elasthane, 120,- BGN 

 

67.) Pink denim skirt with  

        pleated and studded  

        part, size M,  cotton,   

        160,- BGN 

                                    → 

 

                                                       



MODELS BY RADOSTINA KLINKOVA 

illustration: Aneliya Antova 



69.) Flared colour blocking dress with jeans upper part and   

        colourful buttons, size M, cotton, 153,- BGN 



70.) Short blue flowers printed dress , size  M, silk,     

        187,- BGN 



71.) Flared colour blocking dress buttons, size S-M,  

        cotton, 167,- BGN 



72.) Tunic/short dress with rabbit prtinted upper part and  

        heart application, size M-L, linnen, polyester, 153,- BGN 



73.) Shirt-dress with dots embroidered upper part and   

        golden buttons, size S-M, cotton, polyester, 142,- BGN 



ACCESSORIES BY TUCHDRUCK JONAS & CLAUSZNITZER 

illustration: Aneliya Antova 



74.) Hand  screen  

        printed scarf,    

        70x70 cm, silk,     

        in mint, pale  

        grey and ecru,  

        139,- BGN 



75.) Hand  screen printed scarf, 70x70 cm, silk,     

        in mint, pale grey and ecru, 139,- BGN 



MODELS BY POLINA SOTIROVA 

illustration: Viktoria Radanova 





76.) Hand   

        bleached  

        and dyed  

        denim  

        waistcoat,  

        oversize S-L,   

        cotton,  

        linnen,    

        200,- BGN 

         



77.) Denim dress with hand bleached collar and 

colourful pockets, size S, cotton, linnen, 144,- BGN 



78.) Top with one frilled sleeve and   

        „rainbow“ embroidered necklace,  

        size M-L, cotton jersey, 120,- BGN 

79.) Pants with embroidered    

        detail, size M, cotton,    

        110,- BGN  



80.) Embroidered clips earrings, eco   

        leather, cotton,  35,- BGN 

81.) Embroidered brooch, eco   

        leather, cotton, 25,- BGN 



82.) Hand  bleeched  

        denim blouse  

        with ¾ sleeves  

        and colourful  

        stitched seam,  

        size M-L, cotton ,  

        120,- BGN 



JEWELS BY GERGANA TRUKANOVA 

illustration: Viktoria Radanova 



83.) Earrings with colourful kinetic elements, silver  

        and glass , 65,- BGN 



84.) Brooch with blue kinetic  

        elements, silver  and  

        glass , 140,- BGN          → 

85.) Ring with blue    

        kinetic element, silver    

        and glass , 60,- BGN  

← 

 

86.) Necklace with blue    

        kinetic element, silver    

        and glass , 70,- BGN 

←  
 

          



87.) Bracelet with blue  

        kinetic element, silver    

        and glass , 65,- BGN  

88.) Earrings with blue  

        kinetic element, silver    

        and glass , 65,- BGN  



MODEL BY SIMEON ATANASOV 

illustration: Viktoria Radanova  



89.) Frilled top with bands, author´s digital print,  

        size S-M, polyester, 135,- BGN 



MODELS BY YOD – YANA DVORETSKA 

illustration: Tsvetelina Tsenkova  



90.) Asymmetrical sleeveless   

        hand dyed top, size S-M ,  

        silk, 178,- BGN  

91.) Long palazzo pants,  

        size M, silk taffeta,  

        198,- BGN  



92.) Short palazzo pants, size M, silk taffeta,  158,- BGN  



93.) Short sleeved blouse with pleates, size S-M, silk   

        chiffon and plain silk,  182,- BGN  



MODELS BY GEORGI FLOROV 

illustration: Tsvetelina Tsenkova 



94.) Long striped dress with perforated sleeves and open  

        buttoned-down back, size M, cotton and linnen, 260,- BGN  



95.) Short wide multicoloured striped shirt-dress,  

        size M-L, synthetic silk, 210,- BGN  



96.) Long flower printed dress with open back  

        and additional cropped waistcoat, size S-M,  

        viscose, 295,- BGN  



JEWELS BY VIKTOR PAVLOV 

illustration: Tsvetelina Tsenkova  



97.) Earrings, silver,   

         72,- BGN 

98.) Necklace, silver,   

        85,- BGN 

99.) Bracelet, silver,   

           285,- BGN 



100.) Earrings, silver,  72,- BGN 



101.) Earrings,     

          silver,      

          72,- BGN 

    → 

 

102.) Necklace,     

          silver, 

          85,- BGN 

                    → 

 

103.) Brooch, silver,  215,- BGN   ↑   



104.) Bracelet, silver,  

          357,- BGN  

105.) Earrings, silver,  

          72,- BGN  



MODELS BY DILYANA CHOLAKOVA 

illustration: Jivka Dacheva 



106.) Shirt with colour blocking and author`s      

          print, asymmetrical closure, size M,  

          viscose and polyester, 139,- BGN  

107.) Skirt with pleated   

          part with author`s      

          print, size M,  

          polyester,  

          169,-  BGN  



MODELS BY GIZDA 

illustration: Jivka Dacheva 



108.) Long shirt-dress with multicoloured circles,  

          size S-L, viscose, 135,- BGN  



109.) Pink-orange colour blocking jumpsuit, size  S-M,         

          polyester-viscose-elasthane, 179,- BGN  



110.) Pink-orange colour blocking pants, size  S-M,         

          polyester-viscose-elasthane, 120,- BGN  



MODELS BY DINKA YAKIMOVA-KASABOVA 

illustration: Jivka Dacheva 



111.) Asymmetrical dress with author`s sreen print,  

          size  M-L, silk, 190,- BGN  



112.) Short dress with author`s  print,  

          incorporated belt, size M-L,  

          linnen, 169,- BGN  



113.) ¾ pants with draped front part and waist    

          bands, in blue and pink, size  M-L, linnen, 143,- BGN  



114.) Flared skirt with pleated front part and striped back,    

           size  S-M, linnen, cotton, 154,- BGN  



115.) Draped tunic with author`s screen print, size  M-L,   

          linnen, 154,- BGN  



MODELS BY HAM & EGGS 

illustration: Monika Markova  



116.) Lacquered jacket with   

          multicoloured applications,      

          size M-L, patent leather,   

          650,- BGN  



117.) Striped top with applications and draped back, one   

          size  S-L, viscose, cotton, 90,- BGN  



118.) White jacket with applications   

          and hologram details, size M,   

          nylon, polyester, 220,- BGN  



119.) White top with applications and draped back, one   

          size  S-L, polyester, cotton, 70,- BGN  



120.) Colourful bomber jacket   

          size M-L,  nylon, cotton,  

          220,- BGN  



121.) Pink-blue dress with   

          applications and draped    

          back, one size  S-L,   

          polyester, cotton,  

          140,- BGN  



122.) Grey dress with applications and draped  back,  

           one size  S-L, polyester, cotton, 120,- BGN  



123.) Colourful mini trenchcoat, size M-L, nylon,      

          cotton, 250,- BGN  



124.) Striped top with white upper part, applications and   

          draped back, one size  S-L, viscose, cotton, 90,- BGN  



JEWELS BY KALINA CHANKOVA 

illustration: Monika Markova 



125.) Earrings, brass, silver,  

          foil, epoxy resin,  

          65,- BGN  

126.) necklace, brass, silver,  

          foil, epoxy resin,  

          68,- BGN  



127.) Earrings, brass, silver,  

          foil, epoxy resin,  

          65,- BGN               → 

128.) Earrings, brass, silver,  

          foil, epoxy resin,  

     ←  65,- BGN  

 

 

129.) Necklace, brass, silver,  

          foil, epoxy resin,  

     ←  68,- BGN  

 



130.) Earrings, brass, silver,  

          foil, epoxy resin,  

          65,- BGN  

131.) necklace, brass, silver,  

          foil, epoxy resin,  

          68,- BGN  



MODELS BY ANELIYA ANTOVA 

illustration: Monika Markova 



132.) Dress with asymmetrical  

          draped part, retractable at     

          the waist, size  M, orderable  

          in sizes S-L,  viscose with     

          cotton lining, 165,- BGN  



133.) Colourful jacket with pockets, size S,  cotton,     

          160,- BGN  



134.) T-shirt with author´s  

          print and draped front  

          part, size M, orderable  

          in sizes S-L,  polyamide  

          and cotton, 80,- BGN  

←  ↓ 

135.) Short flared   

          multicoloured pants  

          with elastic waistband,   

          size M, orderable  

          in sizes S-L,  polyester 

          and cotton, 74,- BGN  

↑  → 

 



FASHION ILLUSTRATIONS 

High quality digital prints in limited edition of 22 pcs/motif, 

format A3 (297 x 420 mm), 300 g slightly structured paper, 

50,- BGN 

136.)                              137.)                              138.)       

139.)                                   140.) 



141.)                              142.)                                143.) 

   144.)                              145.)                                146.) 

147.)                                   148.)  



149.)                               150.)                                151.) 

152.)                                 153.)                              154.) 

155.)                                 156.)                               157.) 



  158.)                                159.)                              160.) 

161.)                              162.)                               163.) 



© 2020 IVAN ASEN 22 


